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1. Introduction. The order filters on a locally finite partially ordered
set P constitute the open sets for a topology on P. A sheaf of abelian
topological groups will be constructed on the topological space P, and
the endomorphism ring of this sheaf will be proved isomorphic to the incidence algebra of P (over Z).
2. A sheaf of abelian groups on P. Let P be a locallyfinite(every interval
[x, y] of P is finite) partially ordered set. An (order) filter on P is a subset
V of P which contains y whenever x ^ y and xeV. For xeP,
Vx =
{yeP:xSy}
is the principal filter generated by x. The filters on P are easily seen to be
the open sets for a topology on P, and the increasing maps from P to
another locally finite partially ordered set Q are precisely the continuous
functions from P to Q [5].
For each filter V on P, let M(P9 V\ or simply M(V) when reference to
P is understood, denote the free abelian group on V. For filters U ç F,
let r(V9 U):M(V) -• M(U) be the group homomorphism determined by
x H» x if x e U9
x R. 0 if x $ U9
for xeV.
PROPOSITION

1. M (with the restriction maps r(V9 U)) is a sheaf of abelian

groups on P.
PROOF. M is easily seen to be a presheaf of abelian groups. For any
open cover V — (J Vi9 consider

M(V)$T[M(Vd%Y\M{VknVj)
ni

where n is induced by the restrictions r(V, V& n1 is induced by the restrictions r[Vk, Vk n Vj), and n2 is induced by the restrictions r(Vj9 Vk n V-).
That n is injective is clear. Let a = (a f )en^(K) where a,. = ^a /:x x, and
suppose that rc^a) = 7c2(a). Then otktX = <xjfX for any x e ^ n ^ . So
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